EXPERIENCE
CRYSTAL
MOUNTAIN

At Crystal Mountain we share India’s largest and most powerful
connection crystals with individuals who want to use their
transformative power as a catalyst for change.
Our Crystals are ancient healing stones formed around 64 million

CRYSTAL
MOUNTAIN
IBIZA

years ago during the cooling process of major volcanic eruptions in
central India, Creating nature’s ﬁnest living art.
Crystals calm the mind and connect the physical to the spiritual.
Crystal Mountain brings earth’s artworks to your home, allowing you
to transform your space into a crystal temple.

“ If you want to find the secrets of the universe,
think in terms of energy, frequency and vibration”
— NIKOLA TESLA

CRYSTAL MOUNTAIN
IBIZA
It’s a magic place, a garden gallery in the Northern
mountains of Ibiza. We welcome global change-agents
to join our inspirational community and reconnect back
to nature.
Leaders in the field of art, design, technology, science,
and well-being come to the mountain to connect and
experience these wonders of nature.

CRYSTAL
MOUNTAIN TOUR
Experience the magic of crystal mountain
by taking a tour by one of our gatekeepers.
Activate your senses with sound bowls to
understand energy frequency and
vibration.

Contribution
30 Euros per person

Wonder around the forest and garden
gallery while learning all about the
inception of the project.
Touch, feel and connect with the crystal
collection sourced from India. Learn
where they came from, the ancient
wisdom they hold and the secrets they
have to tell you.

Minumum 2 people
Maxiumum 40 people
(2 groups of 20)
Opputunity to
purchase a crystal
have it blessed to
create a temple in
your own home

CRYSTAL SENSES
ACTIVATION
With Lauren & Agustin

Allow yourself to be taken on a joueny of the senses with our signature
experience led by our gatekeepers of the mountain in one of our temple spaces.
Harmonise your chakra energy systems with crystal activation
Energetic and healing touch on the body
Ride the wave of sound with Binaural beats and Voice
Essential oils & sacred scents surround you
Detoxifying tea tantalises the taste buds

Contribution
220 Euros for up to 4 participants
Addtional participants 40 euros
Maxiumum 10 participants
Option to take a small tour of the
Mountanin

TRANSCENDENTAL
SOUND JOURNEY
With Kirsty & Alexis

Float amongst the Astral Realms removing blockages
consciously and subconsciously in your entire being.
Fusing the universal life force energy that is reiki with
sound, through various high vibrational instruments
charged with galactic light codes channelled through
light language and the use of ancient sound healing
techniques
The range of instruments used are Full moon healing
bowls, Crystal singing bowls, Didgeridoo, Shamanic
drum, Nepalese Gong, Koshi chimes, Shamanic rattle,
Tibetan Bells, Chakapa, Shruti & Rain maker.

Contribution
360 Euros for up to 6 participants
Additonal participants 40 Euros
Maximum 25 participants

SUNSET SOUND SESSION
Spend the evening at crystal mountain surrounded
by crystals and sound.
Arrive in the forest to receive a heart opening cup of
cacoa, lay back and relax in a sound journey with high
vibrational instruments.
Sit by the ancient olive tree and receive its wisdom as
the sun goes down whilst being serenaded by magical
musical beings.
Delicious crystal infused water or smoothies to
refershed and nourish you.
To relax you even further there is the opportunity to
receive a mini massage, reiki session and/or crystal
healing.

Contribution
150 Euros per person minium 20 participants
Maxium 40 participants

THANK YOU

PLEASE CONTACT US FOR MORE INFORMATION
PHONE:

+34 6 52 59 84 53

www.crystalmountain.love
@crystaltemple.love

MAIL:

contact@crystalmountain.love
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